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Abstract
While the androgen receptor (AR) may influence the progression of clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), its role to
impact vasculogenic mimicry (VM) to alter the ccRCC progression and metastasis remains obscure. Here, we demonstrated
that elevated AR expression was positively correlated with tumor-originated vasculogenesis in ccRCC patients. Consistently,
in vitro research revealed AR promoted VM formation in ccRCC cell lines via modulating lncRNA-TANAR/
TWIST1 signals. Mechanism dissection showed that AR could increase lncRNA-TANAR (TANAR) expression through
binding to the androgen response elements (AREs) located in its promoter region. Moreover, we found that TANAR could
impede nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) of TWIST1 mRNA by direct interaction with TWIST1 5′UTR. A
preclinical study using in vivo mouse model with orthotopic xenografts of ccRCC cells further confirmed the in vitro data.
Together, these results illustrated that AR-mediated TANAR signals might play a crucial role in ccRCC VM formation and
metastasis, and targeting this newly identified AR/TANAR/TWIST1 signaling may help in the development of a novel anti-
angiogenesis therapy to better suppress the ccRCC progression.

Introduction

Clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), the major subtype
of aggressive human malignancies, accounted for approxi-
mately 1,000,000 cases and 175,000 deaths worldwide in
2018 [1]. Despite the shift towards early stages at diagnosis,
fatal metastasis, or rapid recurrence occurred in 1/3 to 1/4 of
cases [2]. For most metastatic RCC, anti-angiogenesis
therapy, such as treatment with sunitinib and pazopanib, as
well as with vascular endothelial growth factor receptor
tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), has proved its efficacy.
However, the vast majority of patients will ultimately
acquire resistance and relapse, and some patients are
inherently refractory to the targeted therapy [3, 4]. Hence,
the detailed mechanisms of RCC progression and angio-
genesis need to be comprehensively understood for the
development of better efficacies.

The androgen receptor (AR) can promote progression
and hematogenous metastasis in ccRCC through ASS1P3/
miR-34a-5p/ASS1 and miR-185-5p/HIF-2a/VEGF signal-
ing, respectively [5, 6]. This is consistent with the higher
incidence and more malignant phenotypes in males
according to data from the surveillance epidemiology and
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end results database [7]. Furthermore, targeting AR with the
antiandrogen enzalutamide (Enz) could restore sunitinib
sensitivity in the sunitinib-resistant PDX mouse model,
suggesting enhancing TKI efficacy through inhibition of
AR to better suppress ccRCC progression [8]. Para-
doxically, a higher expression of AR is associated with
better prognosis based on a retrospective analysis from the
TCGA database, indicating that AR function in ccRCC is
complex and may be tumor stage-dependent [9].

Besides the classical tumor angiogenesis, Maniotis et al.
demonstrated a de novo pattern of tumor perfusion in
melanomas, named vasculogenic mimicry (VM), in which
cancer cells form their own supplying channel without
endothelial cells [10]. Due to its ability to circulate blood
from vessels to tumor tissues and to facilitate tumor cells
into the extracellular matrix, VM plays a significant role in
boosting tumor growth as well as promoting metastasis,
which contributes to poor prognosis and aggressiveness in
many cancers [11–16]. On the other hand, as an alternative
nutrient supplement, VM complements the cancer vascu-
lature theory and provides a mechanistic alternative for the
inherently or acquired resistance to anti-angiogenesis ther-
apy [17]. Periodic acid Schiff (PAS) staining and CD31 (or
CD34) immunohistochemistry (IHC) have been widely
used to identify VM formation in vivo [10]. In addition to
Matrigel architecture, a novel collagen-induced migration
program of VM, characterized by short fibers and small
pores provides another in vitro assay to mimic the VM
formation in vivo [18]. Although this unique vascular
channel formation was first reported in kidney cancer in
2013 [19], to date the VM molecular pathway in RCC still
remains poorly understood.

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), a class of untrans-
lated transcripts longer than 200 nucleotides barely with
protein-coding capacity, participate in diverse biological
processes [20]. Mounting evidence has proved lncRNAs
significantly influence the pathogenesis of cancers via
transcriptional regulation or direct interaction with miR-
NAs, mRNAs, and proteins in a multitude of molecular
pathways [21]. Recently, lncRNAs have been shown to also
modulate genitourinary malignancies via different pathways
including proliferation, apoptosis, angiogenesis, and drug
resistance. However, little is known about the potential role
of lncRNAs involved in VM formation [4, 22–25].

In this study, we aimed to determine the biological
function of AR in ccRCC VM. Mechanism dissection
revealed that the lncRNA-TANAR, which is regulated by
AR, might increase the oncogene TWIST1 expression
through competitive binding to TWIST1 mRNA to
reduce the activity of Up-frameshift protein 1 (UPF1),
the core factor required for nonsense-mediated mRNA
decay [26].

Results

AR expression may influence VM presence in ccRCC
patients

To clarify the clinical significance of VM on ccRCC, we
collected 51 ccRCC human specimens along with their
clinicopathological data and performed the HE & PAS/
CD31 double staining to detect VM (Fig. 1a). The VM
was significantly higher in Stage II and Stage III com-
pared with Stage I (Fig. 1b). There is no statistical dif-
ference between males and females in any TNM Stage
(Supplementary Fig. 1a). However, the result shows the
VM occurs more frequently in males than in females
when both had a high degree of malignancy (Stage II and
Stage III) (Fig. 1c). Interestingly, based on Higgins renal
microarray dataset [27] and the cancer genome atlas
(TCGA) DNA copy number data, we found both AR
mRNA and genomic DNA content increased in ccRCC
(Fig. 1d, e). Next, we detected the AR expression via IHC
in 51 ccRCC samples (36 males and 15 females), then
separated patients into the AR-positive group and the
AR-negative group (Fig. 1f). As shown in Fig. 1g, AR
expression is positively correlated with higher VM for-
mation. Moreover, immunofluorescence (IF) analysis in
human clinical samples revealed that high AR expression
was positively correlated and colocalized with Laminin
5γ2, a specific VM marker [28] (Fig. 1h).

To further validate the positive correlation between
AR and VM formation in vitro, we treated RCC 786O
AR-low-positive cell line and SW839 AR-high-positive
cell line with 10 nM dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and
10 µM enzalutamide (Enz), an FDA approved anti-
androgen, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1i, 1j and
Supplementary Fig. 1c, AR agonist DHT could increase
both Matrigel-coated 2D and collagen I-based 3D VM
formation, while AR antagonist Enz dramatically sup-
pressed 2D and 3D VM formation only in the AR-
positive cell line. Next, we knocked down the AR
expression via adding two AR-shRNA (shAR1# and
shAR2#) in RCC AR-positive SW839 cells (Fig. 1k, left
panel and Supplementary Fig. 1g) and OSRC-2 cells
Supplementary Fig. 1d, and found a decreased 2D and 3D
VM formation (Fig. 1l, 1m, left panel and Supplementary
Fig. 1e–i). In contrast, overexpressing AR via adding
AR-cDNA (oeAR) in AR-weakly positive 786O cells
(Fig. 1k, right panel) and SW839 cells (Supplementary
Fig. 1c) led to more VM formation in both 2D and 3D
conditions (Fig. 1l, 1 m, right panel).

Taken together, results from Fig. 1a–m and Supple-
mentary Fig. 1a–i demonstrate that AR may play a positive
role to affect the ccRCC VM formation.
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AR can induce TWIST1 to promote VM formation in
ccRCC in vitro

To dissect the molecular basis for AR’s effect on ccRCC VM
formation, we screened the known critical genes linked with
VM via qRT-PCR assay in RCC 786O cells after adding AR-
cDNA (Fig. 2a, left panel) or RCC SW839 cells after adding

shAR plasmid (Fig. 2a, right panel) to examine if any of those
VM-related genes may be responsive to altering AR expression
[29, 30]. The result showed that TWIST1 mRNA level was the
only VM-related gene positively correlated with AR (thresh-
old ≥ 0.3 fold of Log10) (Fig. 2a). Consistent with this, western
blot assay further showed that knocking down AR in SW839
cells could decrease TWIST1, a dominant VM-promoting gene
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[31, 32], and overexpressing AR in 786O cells had the opposite
effect (Fig. 2b).

In order to confirm whether AR induced VM formation
through TWIST1, we applied rescue experiments adding
TWIST-cDNA (oeTWIST1) into SW839 cells and TWIST1-
shRNA (shTWIST1) into 786O cells (Fig. 2c, d). The results
revealed that shTWIST1 in 786O cells could partially reverse
the elevated VM formation induced by AR overexpression. In
contrast, oeTWIST1 in SW839 cells increased VM formation,
especially after knocking down the endogenous AR (Fig. 2e,
f). Similarly, Harmine [33, 34], which is a TWIST1 inhibitor
through its degradation at the protein level (Fig. 2g), could
dramatically block the effect of overexpressing AR on VM
formation of RCC cells (Fig. 2h–i).

Together, results from Fig. 2a–i indicate that AR may
function through modulating TWIST1 expression to influ-
ence the Matrigel-coated 2D and collagen I-based 3D VM
formation in vitro.

Human clinical sample analysis for TWIST1
expression in the ccRCC versus para-tumor non-
cancerous tissues

To examine the role of TWIST1 in ccRCC clinical samples,
we detected its expression by IHC in 23 pairs of samples

derived from ccRCC tumors and adjacent normal tissues
(Fig. 2j) and the results showed a higher expression of
TWIST1 was detected in tumors than in paired adjacent
normal tissues (p < 0.001; n= 23) (Fig. 2k), which was
consistent with the results extracted from TCGA mRNA
database (Fig. 2l). Furthermore, AR is positively correlated
with TWIST1 based on 51 ccRCC IHC samples (Fig. 2m).
Additionally, based on TCGA online database UALCAN
(http://ualcan.path.uab.edu/), we found elevating TWIST1
levels (using 25% of samples with the highest TWIST1
expression) led to a significantly lower survival rate in
ccRCC patients (Fig. 2n). In addition, as our cohort is
shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b, VM occurred more fre-
quently in the TWIST1 high expression group.

Mechanism dissection of how AR alters TWIST1
expression: via modulating the lncRNA-TANAR
expression

Since AR could elevate TWIST1 expression at both protein
and mRNA levels (see Fig. 2a, b), we then focused on
whether AR increases TWIST1 expression via transcrip-
tional regulation. Results from qPCR assay performed on
786O and SW839 cells treated for 2 h with 10 nM DHT and
10 µM Enz, respectively, showed no difference in mRNA
levels, indicating AR may not regulate TWIST1 tran-
scriptionally (Supplementary Fig. 2a). Intriguingly, after
treating 786O oeAR cells or SW839 shAR cells with acti-
nomycin D for different periods of time to measure the
decay of TWIST1 mRNA (Fig. 3a, b), we found that oeAR
resulted in an increase in the half-life of TWIST1 mRNA,
whereas shAR decreased its half-life implying that AR
could stabilize TWIST1 mRNA. To further dissect the
detailed mechanism, we tested whether AR could regulate
miRNA targeting TWIST1 to exert its function (Fig. 3a, b).
As miRNA usually destabilizes its target genes in the Ago2-
containing RISC complex (RNA-induced silencing com-
plex) [35, 36], we performed immunoprecipitation of Ago2
followed by detection of TWIST1 mRNA. The results
showed that overexpressing AR contributed to a slight
increase of TWIST1 mRNA level in the Ago2 complex,
indicating that AR may not modulate TWIST1 via altering
miRNAs (Supplementary Fig. 2b).

We then moved to the lncRNAs, as recent studies
indicated that lncRNA may bind to the 5′UTR of target
mRNA to regulate mRNA level [37, 38]. To examine
whether lncRNAs might be involved in regulating
TWIST1 mRNA level, we first applied a bioinformatic
analysis to identify potential lncRNAs capable of inter-
acting with TWIST1 mRNA 5′UTR and overlapped
the results with lncRNAs overexpressed (logFC > 1, P <
0.05) in Sunitinib resistance cells from the GSE69535
dataset (Fig. 3c and Supplemental Table 1). As shown

Fig. 1 AR promotes VM formation in ccRCC. a CD31/PAS and HE
staining were utilized to identify the VM formation. Red arrows
indicate the VM channels surrounded by tumor cells with CD31
negative staining and black arrows show the VM channel with visible
blood cells inside. b VM channels per high-quality frame (HPF) in
both TNM Stage II and III are higher than in Stage I. c The association
between gender and VM formation in ccRCC Stage II/III patients.
d The AR mRNA expression increases in ccRCC compared with
normal kidney in Higgins renal microarray dataset. e TCGA DNA
copy number databases (TCGA, http://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/tcga/)
show higher AR DNA copy number in ccRCC than in paired normal
tissue and blood. f VM formation per HPF in AR-positive expression
group (n= 32) and AR negative expression group (n= 19). Red tri-
angles show PAS+/CD31− VM channels and black triangles show
PAS+/CD31+ endothelial cell-dependent vessels. g Our statistical
analysis of the correlation between AR and VM. h IF analysis revealed
that in AR-positive sample VM numbers were more than in AR
negative sample, laminin 5 gamma2 chain-positive channels were
regarded as VM formation. Nuclei were stained with DAPI. iMatrigel-
coated 2D VM tube formation assay for ethanol/10 nM DHT and
DMSO/10 μM Enz treated 786O and SW839 cells, respectively.
j 786O cells treated with ethanol/10 nM DHT (left panels) and SW839
cells treated with DMSO/10 μM Enz (right panels) were grown in
collagen I matrix for 7 days to detect 3D VM tube formation assay.
k Western blot assay for scramble control (pLKO) and knocked down
AR (shAR) in SW839 cells (left panels), vector control (pWPI), or
overexpressed AR (oeAR) in 786O cells (right panels). l, m Matrigel-
coated 2D VM assay (l) and the collagen-based 3D VM assay
(m) showed shAR in SW839 cells could suppress VM formation and
oeAR in 786O cells could increase VM formation. For (i), (j), (l), and
(m), quantitations are at the right, and data are expressed as mean ±
S.D. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001 compared to the controls.
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in Fig. 3d, five candidates (ENST00000436510.1,
ENST00000471626.1, ENST00000593604.1, ENST00
000425110.1, and ENST00000377977.3) changed sig-
nificantly after altering AR in 786O and SW839 cells.
Furthermore, results from the RNA pull-down assay via
TWIST1 mRNA showed that overexpressing AR in

786O cells could lead to ENST00000425110.1 and
ENST00000377977.3 binding more to TWIST1 mRNA
compared with pWPI group (Fig. 3e).

At the same time, knocking down these candidates
(Supplementary Fig. 2c) indicated that knockdown of
ENST00000425110.1 and ENST00000377977.3 could
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suppress TWIST1 expression more in the oeAR group than
in the control group (Fig. 3f). In addition, western blot
assays revealed that only ENST00000425110.1 over-
expression could rescue the decline in TWIST1 protein
induced by knocking down AR. As expected, the over-
expressed AR-elevated TWIST 1 protein level decreased
drastically via knockdown of ENST00000425110.1
(TANAR) (Fig. 3g, h and Supplementary Fig. 2d–f). Con-
sistent with these results, we also found that overexpressing
ENST00000425110.1 in SW839 cells could increase VM
formation, especially after knocking down the endogenous
AR (Fig. 3k). In contrast, overexpressed AR-increased
ccRCC VM could be partially blocked by adding
ENST00000425110.1-shRNA in 786O cells (Fig. 3i–l).
Consistent with this, activating AR through 10 nM DHT in
786O cells could increase ENST00000425110.1 expression
while blocking AR with 10 µM Enz in SW839 cells led to a
decrease in its expression (Supplementary Fig. 2g, h).
Therefore, we named this lncRNA as TANAR (Twist1
Associated Long Noncoding RNA regulated by AR) based
on the above analyzes and focused on this lncRNA for the
remaining studies.

Through Ensemble software and Lncpedia database, we
found that the position of TANAR, with little protein-
coding function, is in chromosome 2: 240,981,515-
240,986,072 (Supplementary Fig. 3a, b). Furthermore,
subcellular fraction analysis, as well as FISH assay,
revealed that TANAR was distributed in both cytoplasm

and nuclei of cells (Fig. 3m, n), consistent with online
analysis (http://www.csbio.sjtu.edu.cn/bioinf/lncLocator/)
predicting the location of TANAR (Supplementary Fig. 3c).

Together, from Fig. 3a–n, Supplementary Fig. 2a–f, and
Supplementary Fig. 3a–c, we found a novel lncRNA-
TANAR that is regulated by AR via altering TWIST1
expression and inducing VM formation in ccRCC cells.

Mechanism dissection of how AR alters TANAR
expression: via transcriptional regulation

To further dissect the potential molecular mechanism of
how AR regulates the TANAR expression at the tran-
scriptional level, we applied the Ensembl and PROMO 3.0
websites to search for the androgen response elements
(AREs) in the 2 kb region of the TANAR promoter by using
the JASPAR database (Fig. 4a) and detected five putative
AREs (I −1150nt to −1136nt, II/III −602nt to −586nt and
VI/V −94nt to −41nt) (Fig. 4b). Next, we performed the
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay, and results
revealed that AR could specifically bind to ARE II&III, but
not the other AREs (Fig. 4c). Furthermore, we mutated the
critical sequences of ARE II/III and inserted the mutant
(MT) promoter region of TANAR into pGL3 luciferase
plasmid as well as the wild-type (WT) promoter (Fig. 4d).
As expected, the luciferase assay results showed that
knocking down AR or adding Enz 10 µM significantly
lessened luciferase activity in SW839 cells transfected with
WT reporter, but not in the cells with the MT reporter (Fig.
4e left and Supplementary Fig. 3e). In contrast, over-
expressing AR or adding DHT 10 nM could drastically
increase luciferase activity in 786O or SW839 cells with the
WT reporter, but not in the cells with the reporter containing
the MT ARE (Fig. 4e right and Supplementary Fig. 3d).

Together, results from Fig. 4a–e and Supplementary
Fig. 3d–e suggested that AR could directly increase
TANAR expression transcriptionally through binding to the
ARE II/III.

Mechanism dissection of how TANAR can alter
TWIST1 expression: via modulating nonsense-
mediated mRNA decay by competitive binding of
UPF1 to TWIST1 mRNA

To dissect the molecular mechanism underlying AR/
TANAR’s regulation on TWIST1 expression, especially the
impact of AR on TWIST1 mRNA stability (see Fig. 3a, b),
we hypothesized that TANAR could modulate TWIST1
mRNA stability via the TANAR-TWIST1 interaction, as
was shown with the presence of TANAR in TWIST1 pull-
down assay (see Fig. 3e) [37, 39, 40]. Indeed, mRNA sta-
bility assay, using treatment with actinomycin, revealed that
knocking down TANAR could block the overexpressing

Fig. 2 AR enhances ccRCC VM formation via altering TWIST1
expression. a The qRT-PCR assays for the 16 genes related to VM
formation in 786O cells (left) transfected with AR-cDNA (oeAR)
versus control (pWPI) and SW839 cells (right) transfected with
shRNA-AR (shAR) versus mock (pLKO). b Western blot assay for
AR and TWIST1 protein levels in SW839 cells (left) with pLKO or
shAR and in 786O cells (right) with pWPI or oeAR. c–d Western blot
assays were performed on SW839 cells (c) transfected as indicated as
well as 786O cells transfected as indicated (d). e 2D Matrigel-coated
VM assays were performed in 786O cells transfected as indicated
(upper panels) and SW839 cells transfected as indicated (lower
panels). f 3D collagen I-based VM assays were performed in 786O
cells transfected as indicated (upper panels) and SW839 cells trans-
fected as indicated (lower panels). g Western blot assays to detect
TWIST1 protein levels in SW839 (left) and 786O (right) cells after
treating with 10 μM or 40 μM Harmine for 48 h. h–i 2D Matrigel-
coated (upper panels) and 3D collagen I-based (lower panels) VM
assays were performed after treating 786O cells transfected with pWPI
or oeAR with TWIST1 inhibitor, Harmine. j Representative H&E and
IHC staining of TWIST1 in adjacent noncancerous tissues (left)
compared to paired ccRCC tissues (right). k The IHC score of
TWIST1 between 23 paired adjacent tissue and ccRCC tumors. l The
mRNA level of TWIST in ccRCC samples (n= 534) and adjacent
normal tissues (n= 72) from TCGA database. m The correlation
between AR and TWIST1 level based on IHC score (n= 51).
n Overall survival probability of ccRCC patients was negatively cor-
related with TWIST1 mRNA expression based on TCGA database.
For (e) and (f), quantitations are at the right, and data are expressed as
mean ± S.D. *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 compared to controls.
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AR-increased TWIST1 mRNA stability (Fig. 5a). Further-
more, to test whether this binding is crucial for TANAR’s
regulation on TWIST1 mRNA, we constructed WT
TANAR cDNA sequence and mutated it by deleting the
TANAR-TWIST presumptive binding region (Fig. 5b and
Supplementary Fig. 4a, b). Compared to the pWPI group,

786O cells transfected with MT TANAR-cDNA failed to
increase TWIST1 mRNA and protein levels (Fig. 5c, d).
Moreover, mRNA stability assay, using actinomycin treat-
ment, showed that AR knockdown-decreased TWIST1
mRNA stability could be rescued only by adding wild-type
TANAR (Fig. 5e). The FISH assay in SW839 cells also
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showed that TANAR could colocalize with TWIST1
mRNA (left panel), and we found that using Image J
colocalization analyzer the Pearson’s correlation coefficient
(PCC) is 0.6554 (right panel) (Fig. 5f). Taken together,
these data confirmed that the stabilizing effect of TANAR
relies on its direct binding of TWIST1 mRNA.

Intriguingly, based on Ensembl database (http://uswest.
ensembl.org/) and individual-nucleotide-resolution UV
cross-linking and immunoprecipitation (iCLIP) performed
by Zünd [41], TWIST1 mRNA could interact with the
indispensable component for nonsense-mediated mRNA
decay (NMD)-UPF1 through at least 12 binding sites
(Supplementary Table 2), and then be regulated by NMD
process via rapid degradation as its mRNA conforms to a
canonical NMD structure (Supplementary Fig. 4c) [26].

To test whether TANAR could alter TWIST1 mRNA via
influencing NMD, we performed a western blot to see the
effect of TANAR on NMD core factors, UPF1, and SMG1
[42] expression. We found that overexpressing TANAR
could not reduce either UPF1 or SMG1 protein levels
(Supplementary Fig. 4d). However, the RNA immunopre-
cipitation assay by pull-down of TWIST1 mRNA using
biotin-conjugated antisense oligonucleotide revealed that
ectopic expression of wild-type TANAR could effectively
diminish TWIST1 mRNA-UPF1 interaction in ccRCC,
while their interaction was increased after knocking down

TANAR (Fig. 6a–d). Consistent with that, overexpressing
wild-type TANAR, but not mutant TANAR, reduced
TWIST1 level in the UPF1 immunoprecipitation (Fig. 6e).
Knocking down TANAR significantly increases the
TWIST1 level in UPF1 immunoprecipitation (Fig. 6f).

In order to further validate the function of TANAR on
the NMD process of TWIST1, we generated luciferase
report constructs replacing TWIST1 coding region with
luciferase cDNA while maintaining the overall gene struc-
ture of TWIST1 genomic locus (pWPI-luc-TWIST1). We
also generated two mutant reporters with mutations in the
conserved splicing sequence to eliminate the NMD initia-
tion (pWPI-luc-mutant 1) and TANAR-interacting region in
the 5′UTR (pWPI-luc-mutant 2) (Fig. 6g). As expected, the
results showed that overexpressing AR could significantly
increase luciferase activity in 786O cells with pWPI-luc-
TWIST1, but not in the cells with either pWPI-luc-mutant 1
or pWPI-luc-mutant 2 (Fig. 6h). Consistent with this,
knocking down AR significantly reduced luciferase activity
in SW839 cells transfected with pWPI-luc-TWIST1, but not
in the cells with either of the 2 mutant plasmids (Fig. 6i).
When treating cells with DHT or Enz, we found the same
tendency (Supplementary Fig. 4e, f). Moreover, only 786O
cells cotransfected with WT TANAR cDNA sequence and
pWPI-luc-twist1, not with TANAR MT TANAR-cDNA or
pWPI and pWPI-luc-mutant 1 or pWPI-luc-mutant 2,
showed increased luciferase activity (Fig. 6j). The luciferase
activity decreased only when knocking down TANAR in
SW839 cells transfected with pWPI-luc-TWIST1 (Fig. 6k).

Together, results from Fig. 6a–k and Supplementary Fig.
4a–f suggest TANAR suppresses UPF1-TWIST1 mRNA
interaction, thus reduces nonsense-mediated decay of
TWIST1 mRNA to increase its mRNA stability (diagram in
Fig. 6l).

Preclinical study using in vivo mouse model to
confirm the role of AR/TANAR/TWIST1 axis in ccRCC
VM

To further test the validity of the above in vitro data, we
applied the orthotopic ccRCC xenograft mouse model. We
generated stable clones of 786O cells with luciferase
expression with overexpressed AR and/or sh-TANAR as
well as a control, with 5 mice/group (1: Scr+ luc; 2: oeAR
+ luc; 3: sh-TANAR+ luc; and 4: oeAR+ sh-TANAR+
luc). A total of 1 × 106 786O cells mixed with matrigel were
inoculated into the left kidney capsule of nude mice and
tumor progressions were evaluated via the non-invasive
in vivo imaging system (IVIS). After 6 weeks, we observed
that increased bioluminescence signals in the whole mice
(Fig. 7a–d), as well as in the left kidney in the oeAR
xenografted groups while knocking down TANAR could
partly reverse the oeAR-increased high chemiluminescence

Fig. 3 Mechanism dissection of how AR can increase TWIST1
expression: via lncRNA-TANAR. a, b 786O cells were transfected
with vector control (pWPI) or AR-cDNA (oeAR) (a) and SW839 cells
were infected with mock control (pLKO) or AR shRNA (shAR) (b).
After 48 h, cells were incubated with 2 μg/mL actinomycin D for 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5 h. Total RNA was then analyzed by qRT-PCR to
examine TWIST1 mRNA stability. c Bioinformatics analysis of
potential lncRNAs that are associated with RCC resistance to Sunitinib
in GSE69535 dataset and with predicted binding site to the mRNA of
TWIST1 based on the RNA–RNA interaction prediction software,
http://rtools.cbrc.jp/. d Real-time PCR of 19 potential candidate
lncRNAs in SW839 cells infected with knocked down AR (shAR)
compared with vector control (pLKO) and with adding AR-cDNA
(oeAR) compared with scramble control (pWPI). e RNA pull-down
assay via TWIST1 mRNA biotin identifies candidate lncRNAs
ENST00000425110.1 and ENST00000377977.3, which can bind to
TWIST1 mRNA more in 786O oeAR cells compared with 786O pWPI
cells. f The qRT-PCR assay showed sh-ENST00000425110.1 and sh-
ENST00000377977.3 could partly block oeAR increased TWIST1
mRNA level in 786O cells. g, i, j Knocking down TANAR reverses
oeAR effect on TWIST1 protein level (g) and 2D (i, upper) and 3D (i,
lower) formation in 786O cells. Quantitation of (i) in (j). h–l Over-
expressing TANAR could partly reverse the knockdown AR effect on
TWIST1 protein level (h) and 2D (k, upper) and 3D (k, lower) for-
mation. Quantitation of (k) in (l). m Real time-PCR for TANAR,
Malat1, and GAPDH from RNA extracted from nuclear and cyto-
plasmic fractions. n RNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH)
demonstrated that TANAR was localized in both cytoplasm and
nucleus of 786O and SW839 cells. Data are expressed as mean ± S.D.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ns= not significant, compared to the
controls.
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in ccRCC xenografts. Furthermore, IVIS showed a dramatic
increase of metastatic luciferase signals (as seen in the liver,
intestine, diaphragm, spleen, and testis) in the oeAR group
and less metastasis occurred in the sh-TANAR group than
in the control group (Fig. 7e–j). Upon animal sacrifice, and
retrieval of tumors and metastases, we found targeting the
TANAR with sh-lncRNA-TANAR could partly reverse the
oeAR-promoted ccRCC metastasis foci (Fig. 7k). Impor-
tantly, results from IHC staining demonstrated that oeAR
led to increasing the TWIST1 expression as well as VM
vessel area (PAS+/CD31−), which could be partly reversed
by sh-TANAR (Fig. 7l–n).

Together, the results are shown in Fig. 7a–n are con-
sistent with the in vitro cell lines studies and proved that
targeting AR/lnc-TANAR/TWIST1 axis could prevent VM
formation in the tumor tissue and consequently suppress
tumor progression and metastasis.

Discussion

The epithelium-dependent angiogenesis has been long regar-
ded as the sole blood supplement initiated by proangiogenic
factors. The conception of VM, epithelium-independent
angiogenesis, reinforces the tumor neovascularization the-
ory, indicating that targeting critical factors regulating VM
formation in the tumor could be a novel anti-angiogenesis
therapy to stop tumor cells [30].

Recent literature revealed that VM formation is an inde-
pendent and relevant prognostic criterion for disease-free

survival in patients with ccRCC [43, 44]. Similarly, based on
51 ccRCC clinical samples, we found a higher tumor stage
tends to possess more VM channels (Fig. 1b). Interestingly,
across our cohort, VM formation exists predominantly in
males compared to females in Stage II&III (Fig. 1c). How-
ever, consistent with a previous study [44], once we brought
in Stage I clinical data, VM formation shows no significant
difference between male and female (Supplementary Fig. 1a),
which could be partly due to the scarce incidence of VM in
Stage I patients in a larger male patient population lowering
overall VM and a lack of gender difference (Fig. 1b).

Mounting evidence has demonstrated that AR functions
as an oncogene in ccRCC, promoting progression and
hematogenous metastasis [5, 6, 22], despite the presence of
few retrospective literature-based on the TCGA database
implied AR may contribute to better prognosis in RCC [9].
However, its role in VM formation remains unclear. Based
on our formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) ccRCC
tissue samples, expression of AR was detected more fre-
quently in patients with higher VM presence, indicating that
AR was positively correlated with VM formation (R=
0.3947; P < 0.001; Fig. 1d, e). Although AR could act as a
marker for the aggressive VM, the clinical data revealed that
some AR negative and VM positive cases do exist, sug-
gesting that AR may not be the exclusive regulator of VM.
Consistent with pathological data, ectopic expression or
DHT-induced activation of AR increases, whereas knock-
down of AR or Enz-induced inactivation of AR decreases,
the classical Matrigel-coated 2D VM formation. In 2017,
Velez developed a de novo 3D in vitro collagen-induced

Fig. 4 Mechanism dissection how AR regulates TANAR expres-
sion: via transcriptional regulation. a ARE motif sequence identified
with JASPAR. b The structure of ARE binding site in 2 kb TANAR
promoter region. c ChIP assay confirmed AR could directly bind with
TANAR AREII/III (−602nt to −586nt). d Schematic diagram of wild-
type and mutant pGL3-TANAR promoter-reporter constructs. e, f Co-

transfection of ARE wild-type (WT) or mutant (MT) TANAR pro-
moter pGL3-Luciferase plasmids into SW839 cells with pLKO or
shAR (e) and 786O cells with pWPI or oeAR (f). The luciferase
reporter assay was performed to detect promoter activity. The data are
means ± S.D. *p < 0.05, and ns= not significant, compared with
control.
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migration procedure to detect VM. We utilized this 3D
collagen-I-induced model to further confirm AR’s influence
on VM formation. Moreover, we have also proved the role
of AR in the formation of VM in vivo via the orthotopic
implantation model, finding increased VM formation,
increased tumor progression, and more metastases in
xenografts established by cells with AR overexpression.
Taken together, our study highlights the significance of AR
in both in vitro and in vivo VM formation in a physiological
way for the first time.

A previous study revealed that AR could upregulate
TWIST1 via ETV1 in prostate cancer [45]. Similarly in RCC
cells, AR can also increase TWIST1 expression through an
indirect mechanism through lncRNA-TANAR to impact RCC
VM development. There appears a tissue-specific mechanism
for AR to regulate TWIST1 expression. TWIST1 is a basic
helix-loop-helix transcriptional factor, which plays important

role in epithelial-mesenchymal transition and VM in diverse
types of tumors [33, 46, 47]. The previous literature-based on
163 ccRCC clinical samples revealed that elevated levels of
TWIST1, which is mainly localized in the cytoplasm of ccRCC
cells (98.8%), was closely associated with higher stage, vas-
cular invasion, and poor prognosis in RCC [48]. In addition, it
has been reported that TWIST1 could transcriptionally regulate
VE-cadherin, a transmembrane protein responsible for cell–cell
adhesion and VM formation, in multiple types of tumor cells
[49, 50]. Not surprisingly, our clinical tissue samples demon-
strated that TWIST1 expression is positively correlated with
VM formation (Supplementary Fig. 1b; R= 0.34; P < 0.001),
which is consistent with our in vivo or in vitro data. Further-
more, we treated ccRCC cell with Harmine, a naturally
occurring beta-carboline alkaloid widely used herb, as a
TWIST1 inhibitor selected through the unbiased screen and
validated in the lung cells [33, 34], and found that it led to

Fig. 5 Mechanism dissection how TANAR modulates TWIST1
expression: via stabilizing TWIST1 mRNA. a 786O cells transfected
with oeAR pLKO, pWPI pLKO, or oeAR shTANAR were treated
with 2 μg/ml actinomycin D for designed times. Real-time RT-PCR
was performed to examine the mRNA stability of TWIST1. b Sketch
map showed the construct of wild-type TANAR and mutant TANAR.
c Western blot assay showed the influence of ectopic wild-type (WT)
and mutant (MT) TANAR on TWIST1 protein levels in 786O cells.
d RT-PCR showed the influence of ectopic WT and Mut TANAR on
TWIST1 mRNA level in 786O cells. e SW839 cells expressing shAR

pWPI, shAR oeTANAR WT, shAR oeTANAR MT, or pLKO pWPI,
were treated with 2 μg/ml actinomycin D for the designed periods of
time. Real-time RT-PCR was performed to examine the mRNA sta-
bility of TWIST1. f Co-localization of TANAR (green, upper right)
and TWIST1 mRNA (red, lower left) signals using RNA FISH. Nuclei
were stained with DAPI (upper left lane). The lower right frame
indicates the co-localized region as calculated by Image J colocaliza-
tion analyzer software. The data are presented as means ± S.D. *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, and ns= not significant, compared with control.
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dramatic degradation of TWIST1 protein at either 10 μM or
40 μM while also drastically diminished VM formation in
ccRCC cells. Thus, targeting TWIST1 signaling might be a
promising therapy for ccRCC with high VM formation.

Increasing evidence indicates that TWIST1 could be post-
transcriptionally modulated via noncoding RNA [51–53].

The lncRNAs could sponge microRNAs to regulate the
TWIST1 expression, and then influence tumorigenesis.
Moreover, NMD, which is a conserved cellular mRNA
surveillance system, can degrade TWIST1 transcripts via
recognition of termination codons before the last exon in
TWIST1 mRNA [54, 55]. On the one hand, cancer cells
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have utilized NMD to decrease gene expression by delib-
erate reduction of vital tumor-suppressor mRNAs [56]. On
the other hand, cancer cells could fine-tune NMD activity to
adapt to harsh microenvironments [57]. Previous studies
have shown several lncRNAs could regulate mRNA decay
via interacting with up-frameshift protein 1 (UPF1) [58, 59].
In this study, we identified a novel lncRNA-TANAR, as an
AR-transcriptionally-regulated lncRNA, is able to promote
TWIST1 mRNA stability by suppressing NMD via com-
petitive binding with UPF1 to the TWIST1 mRNA 5′UTR.
Intriguingly, previous studies showed that UPF1 mostly
targets 3′ untranslated region of mRNA to exert NMD
function [60] while TANAR binds to the 5′UTR region of
the TWIST1 mRNA. To further validate the role of NMD in
regulating TWIST1 mRNA, we scrutinized iCLIP-seq data
and found 12 confirmed UPF1 protein-TWIST1 mRNA
binding sites [26], partly overlapping with the predicted
TANAR-TWIST1 mRNA interaction region. Based on our
RIP assays and luciferase analyzes (Fig. 6a–k), we show
lncRNA-TANAR increases TWIST1 mRNA stability via
directly binding to its 5′UTR with disruption of UPF1
initiating nonsense-mediate TWIST1 mRNA decay. This
suggests a role of 5′UTR in regulating NMD likely through
the loop formation between the 5′UTR and 3′UTR
of mRNA.

In conclusion, we characterized a new long noncoding
RNA TANAR transcriptionally regulated by AR, which

influences VM formation by decreasing TWIST1 mRNA
nonsense-mediated decay. Targeting the AR/lncRNA-
TANAR/TWIST1 axis could be a promising strategy for the
development of better treatment of ccRCC.

Methods and materials

Patients and samples

A total of 51 histologically confirmed ccRCC tissue sam-
ples with 23 paired adjacent noncancerous tissues were
collected between August 1, 2014 and February 1, 2016
from the Department of Urology, the Second Affiliated
Hospital of Harbin Medical University (Harbin, China).
Patients were excluded if they had been treated previously
with neoadjuvant chemotherapy or TKIs. All samples col-
lected for use in research after patients signed the consent of
the scientific ethics were fixed in 10% formalin and then
embedded in paraffin. Our research was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the hospital in advance.

Cell culture and reagents

786O, SW839, and HEK293T cell lines were purchased
from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC,
Manassas, VA). Cells were cultured in DMEM media with
1% penicillin and streptomycin, containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS). All cells were maintained in a humi-
dified 5%(v/v) CO2 incubator at 37 °C. According to
ATCC’s protocol, all cell lines used in the paper have been
authenticated and proven to be mycoplasma and bacteria-
free and were periodically re-authenticated by PCR.

Western blot

Cells were washed twice with cold PBS and lysed in cell
lysis buffer and equal proteins (30–50 μg) were loading,
mixed, boiled, and separated on 6–12% SDS/PAGE gel,
then transferred onto PVDF membranes (Millipore, Bill-
erica, MA). We blocked the PVDF membranes for 1 h via
5% skim milk and incubated with the specific primary
antibodies overnight. After incubated with HRP-conjugated
secondary antibodies, the PVDF membranes were visua-
lized using the ECL system (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Rochester, NY). Primary antibodies used in the study for
western blot are listed in Table S1.

In vivo studies

All experimental procedures were performed in accordance
with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care
and use of laboratory animals, conformed to the regulations

Fig. 6 Mechanism dissection how TANAR modulates
TWIST1 stability: via diminishing TWIST1 nonsense-mediated
decay by interrupting the interaction between UPF1 protein and
TWIST1 mRNA. a–d SW839 (a and d) or 786O (b and c) cells were
transfected with pWPI, oeTANAR MT, oe TANAR WT, shTANAR
1#, or shTANAR 2# as indicated. Cell lysates were incubated with
in vitro biotin-labeled sense or antisense probes against TWIST1
mRNA for the RNA pull-down assay. Western blot assays were per-
formed to test levels of UPF1 in sediments from the pull-down. e, f
Cell lysates of 786O (e) cells expressing control pWPI, oe TANAR
MT, or oe TANAR WT and SW839 (f) cells expressing oeAR control
pLKO, oeAR shTANAR 1#, or oeAR shTANAR 2# were incubated
with biotin-labeled sense or antisense probes against TWIST1 mRNA
for RNA pull-down assay and RT-PCR analysis to test TWIST1
mRNA levels. g Sketch map showed the construct of pWPI-luc-
TWIST1 and pWPI-luc-mutant 1 (intron splicing mutant) and pWPI-
luc-mutant 2 (binding site mutant). h, i Co-transfection of 786O cells
with pWPI or oeAR (h) or SW839 cells (i) with pLKO or shAR and
both cells types with pWPI-luc-TWIST1, pWPI-luc-mutant 1 or pWPI-
luc-mutant 2 plasmids. The luciferase reporter assay was performed to
detect promoter activity. j, k Co-transfection of pWPI-luc-TWIST1,
pWPI-luc-mutant 1 or pWPI-luc-mutant 2 plasmids into SW839 cells
with pLKO or shTANAR1# &2# (k), and 786 cells with pWPI,
oeTANAR WT or oeTANAR MT (j). The luciferase reporter assay
was performed to detect promoter activity. l Schematic diagram:
LncRNA-TANAR could directly bind to TWIST1 mRNA, diminish-
ing its interaction with NMD core factor, UPF1, thus stabilize TWIST1
mRNA. EJC exon junction complex; PTC premature termination
codon, SURF SMG1-UPF1-eRF1-eRF3 complex. The data are means
± S.D. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ns= not significant, compared with
control.
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Fig. 7 Preclinical study using in vivo mouse model to test the role
of AR and TANAR in ccRCC VM formation. a IVIS images of
mice harboring RCC tumors after orthotopically implanting 786O
pWPI, 786O shTANAR, 786O oeAR, and 786O oeAR-shTANAR
cells into nude mice (N= 5) for 6 weeks. b Tumor average photons for
ccRCC from xenograft mice described above. c Images of tumors are
presented after mice were sacrificed and the tumor volume in each
group was observed and measured (d). e–i Representative organ bio-
luminescent images showing metastasis from testicles, liver, intestine,

spleen, and diaphragm metastasis. j Quantification of the metastasis in
the four groups of mice. k Quantification of the total metastatic foci.
l Representative images of IHC staining for AR, TWIST1, and VM
vessel area (White triangles show PAS+/CD31−tumor cell-dependent
vessels) in mice.m Quantification of relative IHC staining intensity for
TWIST1 expression. n Evaluation of area percentage of VM vessels.
The data are means ± S.D. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.05, and ns
= not significant, compared with control.
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for animal experimentation, and reviewed by the Institu-
tional Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee of the
University of Rochester Medical Center. Male athymic
BALB/c nude mice (6–8 weeks old) were obtained from the
Animal Production Area of the National Cancer Institute-
Fredrick Cancer Research and Development Center in
Frederick, MD, USA. 786-O cells transfected with Scr-luc,
oeAR-luc, shTANAR-luc, or oeAR+shTANAR, were
injected at 1 × 106 cells/mouse, into the left renal capsule of
8-week-old male athymic nude mice (n= 5 mice/group).
After 6 weeks, mice were sacrificed, and tumors were
excised and measured.

Statistics

Experiments were repeated independently at least three
times with data points completed in triplicate. Results are
shown as mean ± S.D. Statistical significance was deter-
mined using the Student’s t-test and two-way ANOVA test
by SPSS 22 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) or GraphPad Prism
6 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA). P values less
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant (*P <
0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001).

Data availability

The datasets used and analyzed during the current study are
available from the corresponding author on reasonable
request.
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